The Overview Effect
Will Change the World
Introduction

One Astronaut’s Experience of The Overview Effect
On February 3rd, 1971, Apollo 14 astronaut Edgar Mitchell was
returning to Earth from his historic walk on the moon when he had
another unusual experience. As his capsule slowly rotated, he saw
first the Moon, and then the stars of deep space, then the sun, far
brighter than on Earth, and strangely hanging in the „night‟ sky. And
then the Earth itself, floating like a living jewel in the star-filled
universe. For a PhD in astrophysics, this was the chance of a lifetime.
But as this sequence repeated again and again, Mitchell was
transfixed and the course of his life was altered.
“…there was a startling recognition that the nature of the universe
was not as I had been taught. My understanding of the separate
distinctness and relative independence of movement of those cosmic
bodies was shattered… I experienced what has been described as an
ecstasy of unity. I not only saw the connectedness, I felt it…I was
overwhelmed with the sensation of physically and mentally extending
out into the cosmos.” Notice how the scientist then describes what
some might call a „mystical‟ experience. “I realized that this was a
biological response of my brain attempting to reorganize and give
meaning to information about the wonderful and awesome processes
that I was privileged to view...”
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Figure 1: Apollo 10 Earth View - "The Blue Marble"

What is The Overview Effect?
Dr. Mitchell‟s experience is one of the most dramatic examples of what is called The Overview Effect,
a term coined by writer, Frank White in his 1987 book of the same name, to describe the effect of the
space experience on the mind and on the world. White‟s early astronaut interviews and analysis
created the most iconic work in the field. Today, modern advances in the cognitive (brain/mind)
sciences of human perception offer a far richer understanding of the space experience than we had
even a decade ago. This work applies modern cognitive perception models, and related media
research, to understanding The Overview Effect, which will have growing influence on our entire
culture as we rapidly enter a New Space Age.

Cognitive Science, Perception and The Overview Effect
Modern cognitive research demonstrates both the surprising degree to which perception is based on
past experiences; and the limitations of conventional media in the absence of relevant experience.
Our brains fill in many details and connect elements to create patterns based on the past, patterns we
think we are just „seeing‟ in the pictures. Viewing images of scenes with which we have had either
direct or analogous experience, our perception is most often accurate. But as optical illusions (a hot
focus of modern cognitive research) demonstrate, pictures of unusual scenes with which we have little
direct experience (such as those of space) give us far less information and sense of reality of what is
pictured than we imagine. Since only about 500 people, the astronauts themselves, have actually
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experienced space, our collective sense of its reality and of the implications of Earth‟s reality as a
planet, is really quite thin, and in some critical cases, quite wrong.
While Dr. Mitchell‟s intensity of experience is rare, White‟s book, which includes dozens of astronaut
interviews, as well as his own and others‟ analysis, indicates that certain similar, if more specific,
changes in perspective, perception and insight are nearly universal. Where Mitchell‟s attention was
turned as much to the universe as to the Earth, most Overview experiences focus on the view of the
Earth itself.
Nearly all astronauts report a lasting „globalization‟ of awareness concerning
environmental, political, and social issues, among others. Astronaut Gerald Carr has said, “Most of
the guys come back with an interest in ecology…you came back feeling a little more humanitarian”.
“I‟m sure this is a commonly related thing”, said Mark Garneau, “…you become more of a global
citizen.” Mitchell sums it up as, “We went to the moon as technicians. We returned as
humanitarians”, and current perceptual research supports the cognitive reality of such shifts.
Space travelers are bombarded with new and sometimes counter-intuitive sensory information, causing
them to understand certain facts, often ones already known, in radically new ways - a reframing of
their internal model of their world, most often producing or enhancing a powerful global perspective.
And as Dr. Mitchell described, their brains then „reorganize‟ to „give meaning to‟ the information.
This cognitive „reorganization‟ is the root of The Overview Effect.
In a world confronted with a wide spectrum of issues and challenges, this global, and often
humanitarian reframing effect of space travel should be more widely understood. The connection
between vitally needed global perspectives and The Overview Effect of space travel needs to be more
carefully examined, publicized and planned for. Advancing these goals is the intent of this book

A New Space Age
is about to Begin!
This pervasive globalizing effect of space
travel takes on new significance once we
become aware of the imminent beginning
of commercial space travel. For the
previous reasons, there is little awareness
of how quickly it will begin, how rapidly it
is projected to grow, and how many
travelers are expected. Here are just a
few of the little-known facts about the
ambitious plans of these NewSpace
businesses and organizations. They have
been created by dot.com multimillionaires, aerospace engineers, exNASA astronauts and scientists as well as
creative independents, with the shared
goal of taking the world to space.

Figure 2: Virgin Galactic's Spaceship Two
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Space Tourism, led by Richard
Branson‟s
Virgin
Galactic
Spaceline is set to begin in just
two years from Spaceport
America, currently being built
by the State of New Mexico. At
least five other companies are
already designing and building
commercial spaceships.
The NewSpace industry projects
that perhaps 100,000 people will
travel in space in the first
decade. While roll-out prices
are high, the industry aims at a
mass market price about that of
a mid-priced car.
The first of a series of
commercial
space
stations,
which will include space hotels,
are currently under construction
by Bigelow Aerospace, with two
test units already in orbit. The
first is expected to open in 2011.
The first privately built rocket
was recently placed in orbit by
the NewSpace company Space-X.
NASA immediately gave Elon
Musk‟s Space-X and another
company, Orbital Sciences a total
of $3 Billion in contracts to
resupply the International Space
Station after 2010, when the
Space
Shuttle
will
be
decommissioned.
At least 17 non-government
teams, including several major
universities, are competing for
the $30 Million Google Lunar XPrize for making the first private
unmanned Lunar landing by 2012.

Figure 3: Bigelow Aerospace Orbital Station

Figure 4: Launch of Space X Orbital Rocket

The Real Significance of Commercial Space Travel
At a time when world challenges are calling for increased global vision from all of us; these
commercial Spacelines, far from merely marketing adventure tourism will, induce or enhance
globalized perspectives on a myriad of critical issues in private citizens and world leaders. Properly
understood and utilized, commercial space travel, as well as other space technical and economic
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development projects, will provide powerful new ways of rapidly increasing global perspectives, as
well as global thinking and problem solving on major world issues and challenges. The positive,
motivating effect on the public, e stakeholders as well as world leaders is an idea that astronauts have
been trying to explain to us for years.
“Astronaut Gene Cernan, echoing other astronauts, said,
“You wonder, if you could get everyone in the world up
there, wouldn‟t they have a different feeling?” Apollo 11
astronaut Michael Collins said, years after his flight, “The
pity of it is that so far the view…has been the exclusive
property of a handful of test pilots, rather than the world
leaders who need this new perspective, or the poets who
might communicate it to them.” Astronaut Joe Allen
commented that, “Collins is right. He is exactly right. A
lot more like Senator Garn [who traveled to the
International Space Station] should go. A steady stream of
world leaders should go into orbit. It would have a
profound effect in their wisdom.”
Astronaut predictions
of the benefits of
mass space travel
have
been
little
publicized. thus few
have examined the
Figure 5: Astronaut Joe Allen
actual experiences or
attempted to envision the effect of tens of thousands of people
coming back to Earth with an awakened sense of the Earth as a
fully connected political, social and geographic planet, bound
together by a fragile ecosystem. Nor has it seemed possible for
private citizens to experience this for themselves, at least in
the immediate future. Thus, The Overview Effect has seemed
merely an interesting philosophical sidebar to the real issues of
space policy, technology and business.
The world‟s astronauts on the other hand, have insisted for
years that once substantial numbers of citizens and leaders
have gone there themselves, the world‟s outlook will be
changed in many powerful and vitally needed ways. They
expect greater awareness and sense of responsibility for the
environment, a desire to work for global political solutions, and
Figure 6: The Overview Effect:
a greater appreciation of the potential for space to solve energy
Space Exploration and Human
and resource problems. And that opportunity is arriving much
Evolution by Frank White
sooner than most of the world now imagines. This book is about
how we can study, prepare for and even direct the coming influence of The Overview Effect on our
world. It also suggests that widely communicating this experience will be the greatest possible driver
of the NewSpace age and agenda.
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This is the story of The Overview Effect, its reality, nature and significance in a world with many
critical challenges and in search of wholeness, insight and solutions. The Overview Effect Will
Change the World describes how and why such a powerful and positive experience can be largely
unknown to us on Earth, despite decades of astronaut statements and space media, imagery (and even
space science fiction). It also explores ways we can anticipate, focus and actually accelerate its
coming even as this NewSpace Age is beginning. But to do so, we need to understand The Overview
Effect itself, how and why it affects the astronauts and why they have advocated for years that it
would so affect anyone who followed them up there. We also need to understand how the power and
value of this experience make it one of the foremost arguments for space travel.
The well-documented social and cultural effects of the first Space Age of the Moon Race (when there
were only a few dozen military astronauts), explains how the advent of this New Space Age will
profoundly influence every aspect of society. Its images and reflections will fill the media-sphere and
our minds, spreading space themes, ideas and desire. These Overview media/memes will be the first,
and perhaps the most influential, effect of space travel upon our world for many years. Space and
The Overview Effect is not in mankind‟s far future. It is here and now.

Cognitive Science, Media Theory and Strategies for Communicating The
Overview Effect
With the arrival of public space travel, greater understanding of The Overview Effect becomes vitally
important. If such experiences have been under-communicated by the limitations of conventional
media, it may also be that they are difficult to express to (or by) those of us who have never been to
space. Astronaut vetted, cognitively based media, particularly advanced simulation media, can add
back in much of the missing sense of reality, bringing a real taste of the space experience to the
earth-bound. And the internet now provides a channel for the Overview meme that wasn‟t even
dreamed of during the Apollo era.
Cognitive and media sciences explain that it is the very overcoming of the perceptual limitations of
most conventional space media that makes The Overview Effect possible. Direct multi-sensory
experience of space, so foreign to us on Earth, overrides previous media-based images, and shifts our
internal models, on which our perceptions are based. Related technologies provide the sensory and
media tools and techniques that can help us overcome these „cognitive barriers‟. But before we can
consider strategies to accelerate, intensify and direct The Overview Effect, we have to gain a greater
sense of its reality, its nature and the factors that currently limit our perceiving it.
Later sections will examine the astronaut‟s experiences in greater detail and how they relate to
current global conditions and challenges. They will also survey the cognitive and media research that
will help us to understand the barriers and point the way to overcoming them.
Finally, they will also examine how these factors give us a greater understanding of the first Space
Age, and how they may use these lessons and research to even advance the business plans of the
emerging NewSpace Age and thus to accelerate the world‟s access to The Overview Effect.
First, let’s examine the relationship between the NewSpace industry’s “Overview Effect” and
frequent suggestions for dealing with world issues and challenges.
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Global Change and The Overview Effect: The Astronaut Testimony
Most of the world now shares a growing consensus that we are in a time of great challenges and
changes; changes that are occurring in many spheres at the same time. Changes that are all calling
for global solutions; political, social, environmental, scientific and many more.
But getting the public, world leaders and stakeholders to think on a global scale is often the first, and
sometimes the greatest challenge of all. Space has historically helped create global perspective-shifts
through such influences as the first pictures of the Earth from space on the environmental movement,
and has continued to do so, in many other fields as well, through the growing use of communications
and Earth monitoring satellites.
Few suggest, though, that space projects, public or
private, top of the list of potential solutions and guides to
positive change in the world. Certainly they‟re farther
down the list than they were during the 60‟s Space Race,
when going to the Moon was presented as a solution to a
crucial political challenge.
Today, space travel is most often advocated on scientific
or purely exploration grounds (often with understated
military and political goals). None of these goals, however
valid their aims and means, seem to offer immediate
global solutions.
Even the well thought out and
technically feasible NewSpace industry proposals for zerogravity/vacuum manufacturing, Moon and asteroid mining,
and even solar power beamed to the Earth are often
perceived as too expensive and long-term solutions for a
world short on cash and faced with near-term challenges.

Figure 7: The Growing Consensus for
Global Change

And yet, if we listen closely to what the astronauts have
been telling us for the last 40 years, the experience of
space itself, regardless of what takes us to it, is exactly
what the world needs at this moment in history. And
many thoughtful world leaders, in a variety of fields have

agreed with them.
Nearly every astronaut has told of changes or reinforcement of attitudes, perspectives and
motivations; deep effects on intellectual, emotional and even spiritual levels. These shifts have
remained through the course of their lives, even altering their life direction. And they were often
moved in specific ways that pre-figure the changes we now find ourselves required to adopt. Many
astronaut statements have circulated regarding their experiences of awe, humility, and wonder at
seeing the beauty of the Earth, the stark emptiness and depth of the universe of stars, and the
“Magnificent Desolation” of the Moon. A few describe powerful, even life-changing personal
epiphanies. Much of this is already familiar.
But, while such descriptions vary widely, reviewing hundreds of these accounts, the most fundamental
and pervasive effect was the creation or powerful reinforcement of a true global perspective; either
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the dawning of completely new understandings or the sudden realization of things they thought they
already knew, such as the abstract nature of political boundaries, the thinness and fragility of the
biosphere; curiously, even the roundness of the Earth became „more real‟, with its deep implications
of finiteness, sustainability and interconnection.
And finally, the realization, that few of us truly have, that the Earth really is a tiny planet teeming
with life, rushing through an infinite vastness filled with “billions and billions” of stars; what
Buckminster Fuller called “Spaceship Earth”. And Fuller said he used the term to help us begin to
think of living on a planet. He said that even though we all know that the Earth is round, we
emotionally and intuitively relate to it as an infinite flat plane. As Frank White puts it, “…modern
humanity experiences it place in the universe much as our ancestors did – the Earth appears to be
stationary while everything in the heavens wheel around us.”
Fuller also said that the difference between these two internal
pictures of the Earth accounts for many of the destructive ways
we relate to the Earth itself and to the people spread around it.
All of these „facts‟ were known previous to their flights and yet,
as Charles Berry, the astronauts‟ chief doctor said, “No one who
went into space wasn‟t changed by the experience”. Anousheh
Ansari, the first woman to pay for a commercial ticket to the
International Space Station, said, “Your world becomes Planet
Earth”.
Such experiences led many former astronauts into one form or
another of larger service or vocation. This is often obscured, as
most have not achieved nearly the public and media attention
that they did as NASA astronauts. But in many cases this work has
been on a larger scale than their pre-astronaut days. This
expansion and globalizing of perspective and, additionally, a
sense of motivation to act from this new perspective, are
according to White, the true hallmarks of The Overview Effect.

Figure 8: Anousheh Ansari:
"Your World Becomes
Planet Earth"

And here we are on the very eve of the beginning of that first
citizen exposure to the reality of the Earth hanging in space, yet
with little awareness of the direct connection between the
exposure of tens of thousands of us surface-dwellers to the
Overview Effect and the great and growing need to begin to think
and act globally in every sphere of life.

A Cognitive Explanation of The Overview Effect
There is also little cognitive research by NASA or the NewSpace industry that would shed further light
on the space experience. While the body of current perceptual research gives considerable support for
a cognitive understanding of The Overview Effect, there are no prominent existing cognitive studies
focusing on it. Part of this lack of research and analysis stems from the frequent astronaut statements
about the difficulty of communicating the actual experience and their disappointment at its evident
lack of penetration of the world‟s current awareness and priorities.
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“The Overview Effect Will Change the World” draws
on modern cognitive research, in its infancy during the
first Space Age, to explain that the very mechanisms of
human perception, which give rise to The Overview
Effect, consequently create „cognitive barriers‟ to our
perceiving it here on Earth.
This modern model of perception ascribes a powerful
role to previous sensory experience and built in brain
“pre-sets” in the brain/mind‟s creation of the images
of perception out of a sort of statistical sampling of
previous experiences. Research such as that of Dale
Purves, Director of the Duke University Center for
Cognitive Neuroscience demonstrates that raw sensory
data, even the patterns on our retina, are inherently
ambiguous without the organizing effect of previous
species and individual experience. Additional support
Figure 9: Modern Cognitive Research
comes from the few cases of people born blind and
Reveals the Dominant Role of Previous
gaining their sight late in life. They must learn how to
Experience in Perception
see, as counterintuitive as that may seem to us who
have possessed sight throughout or lives.
The effort to learn to see is difficult, emotionally
threatening and seldom completely successful. Leading cognitive scientists now conclude that sight is
a learned ability to interpret largely ambiguous sensory data and „construct‟ perceptual images rather
than simply receiving them whole from the external world.

Media Theory and the “Cognitive Barriers”
to Space
Based on modern media theory, itself influenced by this
new cognitive research, the brain/mind‟s previous
experience is even more necessary to the perception of
media images. Even high-resolution photos and video,
require not only previous perceptual experience with
similar real things to organize inherently ambiguous light
pixels, but experience with images themselves in order to
learn to interpret patterns on a surface as 3-dimensional
objects and spaces. Animals, small infants and cultures
without well-developed representational art cannot see
the world in photos. Many of the late-sighted never
learned „the trick‟.

Figure 10: MIT Media Lab – Leading
Media Research Center

While most of us have learned it, the limitations still apply. Much of what we see in pictures and
video of space is supplied by our previous experience. When that previous experience is only with
other space images, the information is less than we imagine and the sense of reality in the
brain/mind is small despite what we may customarily think. The reality of such images is analogues
to that of computer desk-top icons of printers and trash cans or smiley-faces which only suggest what
they represent but which we learn to „see‟. In the worst case it becomes a stereotype, clearly
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emphasizing qualities that are nonexistent or peripheral. Other examples are a doctor‟s ability to
interpret X-rays or a radar operator‟s perception of images on a scope; both of which may be
meaningless to the layman.
Thus the vast majority of the public, including world leaders and reporters of space stories, have only
the narrowest sense of the reality of space or the Earth‟s true nature as a planet within it. The
Overview Effect, then, is less of an effect itself than the replacement of the false internal image of
the Earth and space that we have absorbed from the limitations of perception and of space media and
media creators, who themselves have not had experience with the real thing.

Space Media and Awareness in the first Space Age
How then did we gain the public space awareness and motivation of
the first Space Age?
Part of it was the fact that the images and reports were new,
providing us with a richness of information we didn‟t previously have.
As Robert Poole so clearly documents in his book Earthrise, the first
photos of the Earth from space changed our world significantly. They
have been universally praised for jump-starting the environmental
movement and the rise of „systems thinking‟ in many fields. Other
authors have implicated these powerful images in the ending of the
Vietnam War and, along with global satellite communications, in the
fall of the Iron Curtain and other significant global issues.
An additional effect flowed from the huge involvement of the
government and its impact on the economy, education, media and
public awareness. Those who lived through that unique era were
surrounded with space images and concepts from the countless space
reports, products that were sold (truthfully or not) as „space age
Figure 11: "Earthrise”
technology‟ and the increasing infusion of space into popular media,
Describes the Social Imact culminating perhaps in Star Trek and 2001: A Space Odyssey. These
of New Space Visualizaions two are icons among many space enthusiasts, and are cited by many
astronauts as their career inspirations. And they were the inspiration for many of the space science
fiction staples of today.
Which raises a question: With so much existing Earth and space imagery and space science fiction
available and the beginning point established years ago, why do we suffer from the cognitive barriers
today? To find the answer we need to examine the cultural and media differences between the First
Space Age and the New Space Age.
The First Space Age inundated us with space imagery and ideas, both real and imagined, along with
the added reality of a massive government program. Cars had tail fins, emulating rockets! The
astronauts were highly visible national heroes, whose exploits were avidly followed on national
television. Many children dreamed of following them into space. We were living in The Space Age.
And from the far future exploits of Captain Kirk and company to the starkly real visions of the near
future 2001‟, we just knew we were destined to soon go there ourselves. The spaceliner that carried
citizens to the gleaming giant space station in 2001‟ was Pan Am. The hotel in the station was a
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Hilton. It was our present world projected just a few decades out, to the early 21st Century, toward
which we were rapidly rushing.
And then Apollo ended, the space program cut back,
the Shuttle program and the International Space
Station became long and drawn out affairs with
radically reduced expectations. The Shuttle accidents
further delayed and reduced the dream. Science
fiction turned from outer space to cyber-space, and
young people dreamed not of being astronauts but of
creating new computer „apps‟ that sold to Microsoft
and Google, and later of mega-hit websites and
content.
The media-sphere grew world-wide (in part due to
communication satellites) and splintered into a myriad
of ever morphing channels and forms. The competition
for „eyeballs‟ and the difficulty of cutting through the
media-clutter gave scant room for the reduced, elitist
space program. And though by the mid-90s the first of
the entrepreneurial space efforts were already
beginning, NASA had apparently clearly demonstrated
that space travel was only for massively funded
national efforts and, was dangerous and only for
professional astronauts.
Besides, apart from the
historic race with the Soviet Union, space travel was
mainly about cosmological and geologic science and
exploration, hardly issues that directly relate to our
current challenges.

Figure12: “Space Age” Refrigerators!
An Example of the Pervasive Space
Imagery of The First Space Age

The Challenge to the New Space Community
Proposed and start-up entrepreneurial space ventures constantly experience the “giggle-factor” from
investors, potential customers and perhaps most critically, the media. Even now, a half decade after
the winning of the Ansari X-Prize for first private manned space vehicle, the lack of NewSpace project
penetration of public awareness or agendas is striking. Due to such thin media coverage, few in either
the general public or leadership positions have any sense of the reality of this emerging industry and
movement. Nor is there any significant discussion of the world-changes the astronauts have long
predicted will emerge from public space travel.
The challenge then, to the whole community of space enthusiasts, advocates, entrepreneurs and
administrators alike is to break through these barriers of perceptual and media limitations, and to
communicate something of the reality of space and The Overview Effect to the world. Until then, it
will be more difficult to communicate the reality or importance of any space project or idea, be it the
settlement of other planets, asteroid protection or mining, or simply near-earth space tourism.
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legendary science fiction writer and space advocate, Robert Heinlein, famously said in referring to the
physics of space travel, “Gain Earth Orbit and you are half-way to anywhere in the solar system”. I
paraphrase that idea by saying, “Get a person to The Overview Effect and you‟re half way to
convincing him of the reality of any valid space proposal you want to make.”

Marketing NewSpace and The Overview Effect
The Overview Effect is often pigeon-holed as primarily a humanitarian or philosophical issue. I know
personally that some of these same issues underlie the motivations of many in the space community,
entrepreneurs and administrators included. However, there are a number of primarily business
reasons why neither these humanitarian world-change issues nor The Overview Effect itself have
become central issues in the space industry. It is necessary then to directly connect these
fundamental issues to formal business goals and strategy.
As an example, I have focused on
what entrepreneurs call the
Technology Adoption Cycle, long
a guide to marketing new
technology. The „Cycle‟ describes
the differences in adoption
patterns between the enthusiast,
the
visionary,
and
the
mainstream segments, with the
mainstream comprising the bulk
of any technology market. In
particular I‟ve drawn upon
Geoffrey Moore‟s book, Crossing
the Chasm. This book was a bible
Figure 13: Technology Cycle as Amended by Geoffrey Moore
for many tech entrepreneurs in
the 90s, and is perhaps even more relevant today as his focus on psycho-demographics of market
segments has been more widely adopted, even to the growing use of brain-scanning technology in
market research
Specifically, Moore says that rather than being a smooth curve from initial enthusiasts to the tail end
of techno-change, the „laggards‟ or „skeptics‟, there are gaps between different market segments.
The greatest gap, The Chasm, is between the relatively small visionary/early adopter group and the
pragmatic Majority, which makes up fully two thirds of the total market. His analysis of the “psychodemographics” of these two groups and the methods he documents that successful companies use to
“cross the chasm” provide a detailed blueprint for finding the „killer-app‟ and the strategic market
segment that will lead most easily into the mainstream market. He also explains why „visionaries‟ are
seldom effective endorsers for mainstream customers, and that therefore early efforts need to be
made to convert a few opinion leaders in the intended mainstream fields.
Currently the nascent NewSpace Tourism industry is largely marketing to the well-heeled space
enthusiast market. This choice is obvious and likely to be successful in the roll-out phase and for some
while thereafter. Much of this marketing clearly focuses on the outward experiences of the
astronauts; the thrill of the rocket ride, the exhilaration of zero-gravity and the „inspiring sight‟ of the
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„beautiful‟ earth. A secondary draw is clearly from the space science fiction enthusiast, the fans of
Star Trek and the rest.
There are two weaknesses in this choice of an entry market segment based upon Moore‟s analysis.
 First: Mainstream users are highly “pragmatic” and want “whole-product” solutions (the „raw‟
product plus any support or additional information) that will impact current problems or needs
in daily life or work. I envision future third-party „space travel agencies‟ who will package
whole flights for environmentalists, statesmen, international corporate leaders and the whole
range of „global-initiative‟ advocates.
 Second: Pragmatists are also very “price-sensitive”. To meet their goals, Space Tourism
companies obviously must bring their prices down. The current interest in these flights is
expected to reduce fares over time. However, a groundswell of interest from the „worldchange‟ community would jump-start price reduction through investment based on a larger
perceived market.
These two issues form the “chasm” that Space Tourism will have to cross. But when The Overview
Effect is recognized as the essential “take-away” from a space flight, the dynamic changes, and so
does the target market. While visionary space early-adopters will be energized by such flights, there
are as yet few practical commercial or social outlets for the enthusiasm and they likely will remain
scarce for the first few years of Space Tourism.
While new outlets will certainly be discovered by the mainstream, it is highly likely that they will be in
online and media creations, which will derive little “productivity-enhancement” from commercial
space flight directly. While price remains high, and direct applications low, mainstream adoption by
the “space interested” public will remain low, creating something of a catch-22 that will slow growth
of the entire NewSpace initiative.
If the Space Tourism industry makes an early shift to focusing on what I have called “the global-change
community” and related industries, they would accomplish three important marketing goals.
 First: They will tap into rising and increasingly connected and well funded markets.
 Second: They will identify The Overview Effect as a resource for a variety of global service
initiatives which could easily be linked to the additional, problem-solving proposals in the
NewSpace agenda.
 Third: They will do so without disenfranchising the space enthusiast market. That market
already identifies itself as futurist in thinking and frequently humanitarian in motivation.
As the biographies of space movement pioneers suggest, the desire for the space experience has been
a primary motivator for space flight from the beginning. Dreaming of the space experience and its
perspective-altering effects, the early rocketeers sold their dreams on the basis of political and
scientific benefits, rather than personal dreams that few others could yet relate to. Today, the
dreams of a united, sustainable world are directly related to The Overview Effect of space travel.
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The Curious Silence of the NewSpace Industry about The Overview Effect
Currently, however, there is a curious reluctance on the part of NewSpace industry leaders and
advocates to speak about The Overview Effect despite being aware of and often motivated by it.
In conversations with many space leaders though, it appears that The Overview Effect has either
become marginalized by some of the more esoteric of the astronauts‟ experiences, (particularly ones
that sound like religious or spiritual experiences); or minimized as simply thrilling or aesthetic
experiences. While a surprising number of astronauts had life-changing epiphanies, they are vastly
outnumbered by those who had the more common experiences of „gaining a more global and
humanitarian‟ perspective.
Communicating the cognitive basis for perceptual and perspective
shifting is far more likely to be relevant to the pragmatic
mainstream public. Few would argue with the idea that travel to
foreign countries, for example, gives a greater sense of reality and
a change of previous misperceptions and stereotypes than an
abundance of research and media reports, making future research
and media representations more fruitful. The same relationship is
clearly true for space travel.

Paradigm Shifting and The Overview Effect
To further develop this argument, I have outlined the landmark
research of philosopher of science legend, Thomas Kuhn, who
revolutionized the understanding of scientific paradigm change at
mid-century by examining major historic changes in scientific
theory as well as some of the earliest cognitive research which
prefigured the now accepted model of perception constrained by
previous experience.
Kuhn‟s famous analysis, which coined the term “Paradigm Shift”,
described the great difficulty of proponents of new scientific
models in communicating them to the „mainstream‟ scientists at
the time, a phenomena he called “incommensurability”. He also
placed increasing emphasis, in later editions of “Structure” and
Figure 3: Thomas Kuhn's
future writings, on what he called “exemplars” or striking
Landmark book on Scientific
demonstration-experiments that had “shocking” effects of
Paradigm Change
perspective-change on contemporary scientific thinking. If we
imagine that space flight is an “experiment” testing current theories of earth and space
understanding, then space flight is not a paradigm shift itself but an “exemplar” that produces such
shifts. Kuhn emphasized that the exemplar is “the heart of any paradigm”. However, he also insisted
that the „disciplinary matrix‟ of new paradigms, which includes the new (but as yet unrealized) facts
that support them, is necessary for the exemplar to have sufficient paradigm shifting effect. This
emphasizes the need for prior information that will be catalyzed by The Overview Effect.
While the socially appropriated use of “Paradigm Shifting” has become something of a cliché, Kuhn‟s
careful analysis has exerted a huge impact on many fields of science, from particle physics to climate
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change. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy say that Kuhn “became one of the most influential
philosophers of science of the twentieth century, perhaps the most influential – his [book] is one of
the most cited academic books of all time…and one of the most widely read academic books of the
century.”
I submit that a careful cross-analysis of Kuhn‟s actual paradigm model and conclusions, with the shift
in perspective of The Overview Effect will provide a wealth of understanding and tools for space
communication and enhancement.

The Limitations and Potential Power
of Space Media and Simulations
So far, I‟ve emphasized the reality of The
Overview Effect and its potential role in aiding
the solution of current world challenges and its
unique ability to create or reinforce a global
vision which many feel necessary to solving
these problems. However, I‟ve also stressed
that the very uniqueness of the experience is a
consequence of the difficulty of communicating
it through conventional media forms and
channels. This difficulty directly parallels well
known barriers to marketing new products and
to communicating new science. It remains to
explain how we can overcome these apparent
cognitive and media barriers prior to taking
people bodily into space.
First we must
understand more of the nature of media images
and communication.

Figure 15: The Vision Dome - Immersive

Advanced media theory has for years been
Scientific Visualization
drawing lessons from the very cognitive research
into the limitations of human perception that I first identified as the “cognitive barriers” to space.
These barriers especially include the nature and limitations of media to communicate images and
information that is radically outside the experience of the viewer. Since no non-astronaut on earth
has such prior experience of space, space images and media have far less power to inform and shift
perception than the space enthusiast experiences. Space advocates, while still not having had the
experience personally, have immersed themselves in space information and imagery, allowing them to
„see‟ far more in space media and imagery than the average person.
Scientists and technologists in many fields have faced this problem themselves as they seek to
understand their own data, communicate it to peers and finally to the public. An entire sub-discipline
in the sciences has grown up to aid this very need – Scientific Visualization. This is simply the
intersection between the two previously cited fields, cognitive science and media theory, and applying
the findings to creating powerful visualizations of scientific discoveries and technological invention.
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While originally thought of as a tool for communicating
to those outside the field what those within it could
visualize for themselves, increasingly advanced
visualization tools have become useful for R&D itself as
they demonstrate patterns and connections, which,
while inherent in the data, were best apprehended by
the brain‟s own powerful pattern recognition systems.
A simple example of this difference is that computer
vision technology still does not have the extensive
ability of face-recognition that is accomplished by
small children.
The advantage of simulations is that they can be
compilations of data derived from multiple sources,
presented in high-resolution and even threedimensional images. The extreme forms include virtual
reality environments which allow the observer to become part of the visualization and even to interact
with it physically.

Figure 16: The Growing Use of 3-D
Simulation Media in Science and
Entertainment

While space simulations of varying power are a part of
NewSpace interest and tools, they are most often
relegated to simple marketing promotions and spacethemed entertainment. In both of these uses, choices
are made as to the types of information put into the
visualizations and as we have already seen, current
space imagery and marketing is mainly limited to
communicating the largely external and merely
physiological aspects of space travel rather than the
more internal perceptual-shifts which the astronauts
most valued and thought of as the world-changing
effects of space travel. In short, current space media
and even simulations have little of The Overview
Effect.
As I mentioned earlier, Robert Poole, in his recent
book, Earthrise, brilliantly documented and analyzed
Figure 17: Virtual Reality –
how the evolution of space images of the Earth and the
emergence of the first photographs and video of the The Emerging Future of Media Simulation
whole Earth from space marked the early beginning of the „globalization of world vision‟ that the New
Space age will now greatly accelerate. However, he ends his largely enthusiastic book with the
somber observation that the focus on Earth-from-space imagery, that by all accounts jump-started the
modern environmental movement, left us with an inward-looking vision that then saw no further need
for space or more advanced space imagery or travel.
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The iconic image of the whole Earth was denuded of its own space „environment‟. I am arguing that it
is this Earth-IN-Space image that is at the heart of The Overview Effect. Not just the powerful image
of our Home Planet, but the even more
influential image of Spaceship Earth that links
Earth-and-space ( the Earth in its natural
environment) in the single unity that they
have always been. The challenge to the New
Space industry and movement then, is to
create new space media and simulations that
embed more of The Overview Effect and
therefore communicate what it was about
their space experience that led so many
astronauts to insist that mass space awareness
will positively affect the world. Given that
the success of these simulations involve not
just advanced media technology, but also
careful selection of elements and perspective,
it is clear that art as well as technology will be
required.

Figure 18: This Artistic Rendering Recaptures
The Earth and the Stars

Some Significant Differences Between Astronaut Descriptions and Conventional Space Images
One example of striking differences between astronaut descriptions and current space images is the
nearly complete lack of stars in photographs of the
Earth (such as the Blue Marble) despite astronauts
describing ten to a hundred times more stars than
can be seen on the clearest night on Earth.
Photographers will immediately recognize that
pictures of bright objects in a dark field (such as
the Earth or Moon or white spacecraft) overload
camera light sensors and delete the stars.
The eye, being more dynamic than most cameras,
allows the astronaut to perceive stars just by
looking twenty or so degrees to the side of the
object. (Consider looking at the Moon in a starfilled sky). Also, pictures of space objects are
often closely cropped to focus on the object, not
its environment. Finally, the astronauts are aware
of the star-filled universe completely surrounding
them, an awareness which remains even when not
visible, but is not available to the picture-viewer.
Another distinct difference is the surprising
astronaut descriptions of being “emotionally
surprised” to see that the Earth is round!
Referring again the “Blue Marble” photo (the most

Figure 19: This Picture Captures Something
of the "Abstract Painting" Quality
of Near Earth Views
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reproduced photo in history), visual artists will recognize that the extreme „back lighting‟ of the
subject actually flattens it! Careful selection of the shot can emphasize its roundness.
Finally, while most familiar pictures of the Earth look like a big blue-white “marble”, this is only true
from a distance. Even geographic representations of the globe merely focus on the continents. From
orbit, the earth is seen as a riot of every imaginable color presented in unending diverse patterns that
look for all the world like imaginative living abstract paintings. No wonder most astronauts spend
much of their free time just staring at the Earth, a pastime they call „Earth-gazing‟.
Artistically skilled photographers and artists, aware of such nuances, can utilize camera technology,
cropping and framing and other artistic tools to include such astronaut described perceptions. From
at least the Apollo missions forward, astronauts including first-man-on-the-Moon, Neil Armstrong, have
argued that artists need to go into space in order to communicate something of the real nature and
psycho/social impact of the experience.
While such opportunities will open up with commercial space travel, the importance of this connection
needs to be seen early on, in order to give much the same priority to artists of various media that we
now acknowledge for teachers in space. In much the same manner as our earlier emphasis on the
world-change community encompassing much of the space community and not the other way around,
artistic visualizations of space are much more likely to engender increased space access for teachers
than the reverse.

In the concluding pages, I outline four principles for the creation of space
media that will increase the ability to communicate The Overview Effect.
These are:
1. Careful compilation and attention to the many evocative statements of the astronauts, thus
far the only humans who can truly tell us what space is actually „like‟. Further, wellstructured astronaut surveys should begin soon.
2. Cognitive and sociological analysis of the astronauts‟ experiences. These should begin
immediately. Great benefits will come from increased understanding of the space experience
and the ability to anticipate and minimize any possible negative effects while preparing for,
enhancing and communicating the positive ones.
3. Simulations, technical, artistic and fictional should begin to focus on visualizing the next
decade of the existing NewSpace program agenda. Much information about the plans of
NewSpace companies and organizations exists in the public domain, but the very cognitive and
media barriers already cited prevent them from being assimilated into a coherent and
believable near future. By integrating both actual industry plans and the Earthside effects
envisioned by the astronauts themselves, a fuller and more realistic internal model of the
relationship of space and space travel to „real world‟ needs and issues can be created.
4. The role of space science fiction in both inspiring early space pioneers and in preparing
both the public and decision makers for the first space age is well documented.
Space historians, for instance, often cite the huge influence on both the public and policy
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makers from the creative collaboration
of space scientists Werner Von Braun and
Willy Ley, space artist Chestley Bonestell
and media visionary Walt Disney.
Through the landmark Colliers Magazine
series and the later Disney Man In Space
TV series they set the stage for the First
Space Age. Current space science fiction
focused on the near-future plans of the
NewSpace industry is conspicuously
meager. Existing science fiction creators
and the larger media entertainment
community should consider both the
potential market for realistic space
science fiction based on „real-world‟
extrapolation
and
the
potential
Figure 20: Scene from the Disney
energizing effect that such media art can
Man In Space Series
have on the NewSpace agenda. This
work examines both the historic impact of space fiction and suggests how and why a new subgenera of SF focused on envisioning the coming NewSpace Age would mutually support each
other.

Conclusion
This book surveys the best summaries of the astronauts‟ space experiences and applied current
cognitive and media models to demonstrate that most individuals and our society as a whole have
received far less of the reality of space from conventional media coverage than we might imagine.
Studying these accounts and applying the relevant research can renew interest in and support for
space travel by focusing on The Overview Effect. The NewSpace industry and movement, perhaps
influenced by some of the more dramatic but marginalized accounts are overlooking the great
potential of the near-universal globalizing of perception the astronauts have experienced. This same
research also provides powerful guides and techniques for overcoming our cognitive barriers and
communicating a greater sense of The Overview Effect to the world.
I emphasize that whether my suggestions are followed or not, the NewSpace movement will go
forward and The Overview Effect will come to the world. The only question is how quickly. Given the
potential of both to enhance our present culture and to help solve current pressing problems in many
areas of life, these approaches can accelerate both of these needed changes and allow The Overview
Effect to more quickly bring about the Second Space Age and begin to change the world for the better.
David Beaver
Director, World Space Center
Research Triangle, North Carolina
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